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Near-�eld scanning optical microscopy is a technique providing images of structures with spatial resolution
better than λ/2, which is undetectable in far-�eld where the Abbe law of limiting resolution is critical. In
parallel to the optical imaging, topography maps are also acquired. Near-�eld scanning optical microscopy
measurements can be performed both in air and liquid environments. The later makes the technique very
useful for biomaterials analysis o�ering information that could not be obtained with other methods. Our
work presents the results of recent studies on application of near-�eld scanning optical microscopy to imaging
of cells in air as well as in physiological bu�ers. Di�erences in cell's topography and morphology have been
noticed between two cell lines from human bladder non-malignant (HCV29) and malignant (T24) cancers. Pre-
sented results are part of the research that characterizes physiological changes of cells depending on stage of cancer.

PACS: 87.64.M−, 87.64.mt

1. Introduction

Signi�cant increase of microscope methods, based on a
scanning probe, was noticed in recent three decades [1�7].
One of them, next to atomic force microscopy (AFM [4]),
is near-�eld scanning optical microscopy (NSOM [2, 7]).
In both techniques, the measurements can be performed
both in air and liquid environments in a noninvasive way.
When applied in studies of biological samples, this tech-
nique might bring new information, which, in many cases,
cannot be obtained by other standard techniques [8�10].
In research focused on properties of biological mate-

rials, the NSOM technique gives a possibility to detect
structures with sizes below λ/2 that are not detectable
in a far-�eld where the Abbe criterion is preserved. In
such a case, the NSOM microscope can be a very use-
ful tool due to its high-resolution especially when com-
bined with �uorescent techniques. The latter one in con-
junction with labeling methods could bring information
about distribution of molecules of interest like, for ex-
ample, surface receptors present in a cellular membrane
[2, 11]. Moreover, the measurements of optical proper-
ties in liquid environments will give the opportunity to
observe changes of living cells in their natural environ-
ment [12].
Despite that, NSOM measurements in liquid environ-

ment are still not widely applied to biological objects
[2, 11�14]. This is due to a strong interaction of the
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scanning probe with the surface of the studied soft ma-
terials.
In this paper, we present the results of NSOM mea-

surements carried out on �xed cells taken in ambient and
liquid conditions. The aim of the study was to evaluate
changes of optical properties of biological samples during
drying process. Di�erences in cellular topography and
morphology have been noticed between two cell lines from
human bladder non-malignant (HCV29) and malignant
(T24) cancers as well. The obtained NSOM images were
compared with those recorded by AFM i.e. topography
images.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Cell lines

The studies were performed on two human cell lines:
reference HCV29 (non-malignant transitional epithe-
lial cells of the urether, ATCC) and T24 (transitional
cell cancer of the urine bladder, ATCC). Cells were
grown in culture �asks (Saarstedt) in a RPMI 1640
medium (Sigma) supplemented with 10% foetal calf
serum (Sigma, pH 7.4) and with 1%mixture of antibiotics
(streptomycin, neomycin and penicillin, Sigma), at 37 ◦C
in 95%air/5%CO2 atmosphere. After few passages, cells
were trypsinized using 0.05% in EDTA�trypsin solution
(Sigma), transferred to the Petri dishes with a coverslip
inside, and cultured until semicon�uent layer was formed.
Afterwards, they were �xed and dried when needed for
NSOM measurements or left alive for AFM imaging.
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2.2. Cell �xation

Prior to measurements, cells were �xed either with 2%
(for NSOM measurements in liquid) or 3.7% (NSOM
in air) paraformaldehyde solution in PBS (phosphate
bu�ered saline, pH 7.4, Sigma). First, the culture
medium was soaked out from the Petri dish. Then, the
coverslip was rinsed few times with the PBS bu�er only.
A �xative solution of paraformaldehyde was added for
12 min at room temperature. Afterwards, the solution
was moved out from the coverslip, followed by rinsing it
few times with the PBS bu�er only.

2.3. Drying procedure

To perform NSOM experiments in ambient conditions,
the sample had to dry out. Therefore, after the �xation,
each sample was successively washed with the PBS bu�er
dissolved in water at the concentrations of 1:2, 1:5, 1:10,
and �nally washed out with deionized water only (Cobra-
bid puri�cation systems, 18 MΩ cm). Such protocol of
drying of samples provided no crystallization of salt on
the sample surface, and kept cell membrane unharmed
during the applied way of dehydratation.

2.4. NSOM measurements

To overcome the di�raction criterion that limits res-
olution of standard microscopy, so called far-�eld mi-
croscopy, a light source should be brought very close to
sample surface. When the distance between light source
and studied surface is smaller than wavelength of inci-
dent light, the di�raction limits do not occur. In this
regime, so called near-�eld, the resolution is limited by
the size of the light source only. To achieve this a light
from a laser is delivered into an optical �ber. Other end
of the �ber is tempered to form a sharp tip with aperture
ranging from tens to hundreds of nm. At the aperture
with sub-wavelength diameter, usually from 50�250 nm,
an evanescent wave is generated next to the total internal
re�ection of light. The evanescent wave can interact with
the surface to reconstruct as a propagating wave that is
detectable in the far-�eld, delivering information about
structures of a material placed in near-�eld [15].
To perform the NSOM experiment, a point light source

should be brought close to the investigated surface and
then a scan is performed. An optical signal coming from
the surface is collected and detected over (re�ection) or
below (transmission) the measured surface (Fig. 1). The
diagram of NSOM microscope is shown in Fig. 2.
The topography and NSOM images were recorded us-

ing a commercially available device (MV1000, Nanonics),
which is equipped with the �liquid cell� setup. The stud-
ies were performed in two modes: re�ection and transmis-
sion ones. Standard NSOM aperture probes (Nanonics)
were used with the aperture diameter of the 50 nm and
100 nm. As a light source, a green laser with wavelength
of 532 nm and power of 20 mW (produced by Lambda-
-Pro) was employed. Typical scan of 256 × 256 points
was performed. This corresponds to square of 50 µm ×

Fig. 1. Illustrations of two types of NSOM measure-
ment modes: transmission (a), in which the photomul-
tiplier is placed below the sample, and re�ection (b)
where light is detected above the sample.

Fig. 2. Diagram of NSOM microscope.

50 µm. In each point, the signal was recorded during
10 ms.
Distance between the tip and the surface is controlled

by a feedback mechanism similar to that used in non-
-contact AFM experiments. In this mode, the NSOM
probe oscillates at a certain frequency close to the res-
onant one, which is usually in the range 50�150 kHz.
Since the resonant frequency is a frequency where the
probe has a tendency to oscillate with the largest ampli-
tudes, any changes in the tip�surface distance will cause
both shifts of the frequency value and reduction of the
amplitude. The signal of the modi�ed amplitude is sent
to feedback system, which uses it to adjust the distance
between tip and the investigated surface. In parallel, the
same changes in amplitude signal are a basis for obtain-
ing the topography image of the sample (similarly as in
the AFM system).
A �liquid cell� setup allows to perform measurements

in a liquid environment. Sample is mounted inside the
bath. To control the tip position, two mirror setups are
used (Fig. 3).

2.5. AFM measurements

The topography of sample surface was recorded us-
ing commercially available atomic force microscope Ag-
ilent 5500. Measurements were carried out in liquid en-
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Fig. 3. The idea of MV1000 NSOM �liquid cell� setup
with two mirrors in the beam bounce feedback system.

vironment using �liquid�cell� setup. The magnetic AC,
non-contact mode (so called MAC mode) was employed
with the scan rate of 1 Hz. Standard MAC levers for
experiments in liquid were used (Agilent, MAC lever
type VI). Spring constant was 0.292 N/m and the nom-
inal resonant frequency in air was 66 kHz. The lateral
resolution of images were collected as squares composed
of 512× 512 points.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. AFM topography in liquid

To determine the morphological features of the inves-
tigated cells, the topography images were collected using
the AFM working in non-contact mode. This mode of op-
eration has been chosen in order to compare the images
with those recorded using NSOM (which also works in
non-contact mode). The HCV29 line contains cells origi-
nating from non-malignant transitional epithelial cells of
the urether. They have elongated shape with a length
(along long axis) up to 100 µm and height up to few µm.
In Fig. 4, the resulting AFM topography and phase are
shown. T24 cells (transitional cancer cells of the urine
bladder, Fig. 5) reach similar heights but their shape is
rather oval with diameter up to 50 µm. For both cell
lines, the phase images show that the surface of cells
is not smooth but possesses some details on the surface
clearly visible (phase images) for both cell lines.

Fig. 4. Topography (non-contact mode) and phase im-
ages obtained for HCV29 cells in liquid conditions us-
ing AFM ((a) and (b), respectively, scan size 50 µm ×
50 µm).

Fig. 5. Non-contact topography and phase images of
T24 cells recorded in liquid conditions using AFM
((a) and (b), correspondingly, scan size 60 µm × 60 µm).
The horizontal line visible both in topography and phase
image is an artifact caused by a small particle adhered
temporarily to the tip.

3.2. NSOM imaging in air

First, the NSOM experiments were carried out for
dried cells in ambient conditions. To do that, after �xa-
tion of cells with 3.7% paraformaldehyde, a drying pro-
tocol has been applied according to protocol described in
Sect. 2. Such prepared samples were measured using two
modes of NSOM operation: transmission and re�ection.
Depending on the type of imaged cells either transmission
or re�ection mode was chosen. The HCV29 cells showed
better images in re�ection while T24 ones in transmis-
sion.

Fig. 6. HCV29 cells in air: (a) topography (non-
-contact mode), optical (b) images (re�ection mode),
and pro�le (c) obtained along a selected line.

Figure 6 presents an exemplary image of non-
-malignant HCV29 cells recorded in re�ection mode. The
topography shows the fragment of an elongated cell which
is in agreement with AFM image of surface topography
recorded for these cells. The NSOM image collected in
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the re�ection mode presents almost no signal coming
from the cell � the signal from the region without a
cell (a glass coverslip) was almost the same as that from
the cell. The comparison between the height and NSOM
pro�les (Fig. 6c) shows that oscillations of NSOM signal
(on average ≈ 0) do not correspond to the height signal,
i.e. there is no signi�cant di�erence depending whether it
comes from glass or cell surfaces, even at the highest part
of the pro�le. However, one can see such correlation at
the border between glass and cell. The optical properties
at this location have a large NSOM signal (140 Hz).

Fig. 7. T24 cells in ambient conditions: topogra-
phy (a), optical (b) images (transmission mode), and
pro�le (c) along the selected line.

The T24 cells recorded in transmission mode show the
local increase of the optical density (Fig. 7b). By compar-
ing it with the topography image (Fig. 7a), one can point
out that the localization of the denser biological material
like nucleus is possible. To study the correlation between
the sample height and NSOM signal, pro�les along the
selected line were obtained (Fig. 7c). For T24 cells, the
decrease of the NSOM signal was accompanied by the
increase of the measured height. This can be explained
by the fact that in transmission mode, the thicker sample
transmits less light that can be collected by the photo-
multiplier due to the higher probability of the re�ection
and de�ection of incident light.

The interaction between the probe and measured sur-
face is well controlled so the stability of these types of
measurements is good. The problem is that for many
biological materials, especially living cells, the ambient
conditions are not the natural ones. The drying proce-
dure removes water from inside of the cell, which changes
the structure of membrane and also in�uences strongly
on internal organization of cellular components. There-
fore as a next step, the NSOM imaging was performed in
liquid conditions.

3.3. NSOM imaging in liquid

To elaborate the capability of NSOM imaging in liquid
conditions, the HCV29 and T24 cells were examined. In
liquid, the interaction between the measured surface and
the tip end is much harder to control due to the strong
dependence of the amplitude of the oscillating probe on
the distance between the tip and the surface. It manifests
in the fact that the choice of the frequency is much dif-
ferent from the resonant one. This is leading to incorrect
feedback control resulting in both bad quality of the im-
ages and large error (at the limit, this can cause crashing
probe and the damage of the sample). To determine the
frequency of the tip oscillations suitable for imaging, the
tip should oscillate within certain range of frequencies.

Fig. 8. Frequency spectra of the similar NSOM probe
recorded in ambient (a) and liquid (b) conditions, within
the same range of frequencies.

Figure 8 shows the frequency spectrum collected in
air and liquid (water) conditions using the same type
of the NSOM probes (SuperSensor NSOM/AFM Probe
Cr/Au, Nanonics), oscillating at the similar range of fre-
quencies. Additional oscillations, visible in Fig. 8b, are
caused by the change of the environment � from air to
water. The amplitude of the oscillations in liquid en-
vironment dropped down. This is the reason why the
coercive force should be enhanced simultaneously lead-
ing to the increase of oscillations that are not resonant in
origin. This makes the selection of the correct frequency
and distance control more di�cult.
To image the surface of �xed cells, the resonant fre-

quency of 55 kHz has been chosen. The recorded images
(in re�ection mode) of �xed HCV29 and T24 cells are
shown in Figs. 9 and 10. The scan size was 50 µm ×
50 µm. Topography images clearly show the character-
istic shape of each cell type i.e. elongated for HCV29
and oval for T24 cells. In NSOM images, their shape
was more pronounced as compared to topography where
the cell surface was slightly fuzzy. Moreover, as com-
pared to dried cells, these images showed more features
pointing out the regions with di�erent optical properties.
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Fig. 9. HCV29 cells in liquid: topography (a), optical
(b) images (re�ection mode), and pro�le (c) along the
selected line.

Fig. 10. T24 cells in liquid: topography (a), optical
(b) images (re�ection mode), and pro�le (c) along the
selected line.

Also, the di�erences in heights of measured samples in-
dicated changes in the recorded optical signals since they
are strongly dependent on the thickness of the cell. Alter-
ations of the NSOM signal can be correlated with di�er-
ent optical properties of the cell membrane and structures
inside the cell. The comparison of pro�les of the sample
height and NSOM signals along selected lines was per-
formed (Figs. 9c and 10c). The height pro�le, obtained
for HCV29 cells, shows only main changes in the cell
height while NSOM signal reveals more complex struc-
ture within the area of the cell. In the regions, where
a small loss of the signal collected by photomultiplier at

the cell edges appears, the cell manifests a large change
in the NSOM signal as compared to smooth increase or
decrease of the cell height. The cross-section pro�le, ob-
tained for T24 cells, shows the increase of the cell height
and simultaneously almost no changes of the optical sig-
nal indicating lack of alterations in optical density of T24
cells. On the other hand, the decrease of the NSOM sig-
nal is strongly correlated with the decrease of cell height
indicating that optically denser materials are detected.

4. Conclusions

In the presented studies, successful implementation of
transmission and re�ection NSOM to biological samples
has been demonstrated. Two types of cells (HCV29 and
T24) have been studied both in air and liquid conditions,
aiming at the characterization of their optical properties.
Obtained NSOM optical images are less a�ected by the
tip�surface interactions than topography and phase AFM
images. In ambient conditions optical images collected in
transmission mode show clearly variations in the optical
density of the studied cells, revealing details not visible
in AFM images. The NSOM re�ection mode is less sensi-
tive since almost no light is re�ected from the surface in
air. In contrast, it was possible to collect only re�ection
optical images in liquid environment. Variations of the
optical signal can be attributed to the variations of the
optical properties of cell membrane and the structures
inside the cell. The shape of measured cells recorded
by NSOM correlates well with that obtained from AFM
imaging (both methods work in non-contact modes), al-
though NSOM tip radius is signi�cantly larger than for
typical AFM probe. NSOM imaging can be useful in
imaging of biological materials but more reliable meth-
ods of tip�sample distance control have to be worked out.
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